Eat Ar'choke!
The ar'choke isn't a food to choose when you need a fast food ﬁx. It's a slow food to linger over.
Pa'ence shown in prepara'on and ea'ng is ul'mately rewarded by the subtly ﬂavoured leaves and the
mouth-watering ar'choke heart. You can serve ar'choke as a dish in its own right, with a bowl of
vinaigreDe or lemon buDer for dipping. We prefer to use it as an ingredient, adding something special to
a salad, pasta sauce or pizza topping Ar'chokes aren't grown extensively in this country, so if you can't
ﬁnd any UK-grown examples go for fresh-looking French imports.

HISTORY - The ar'choke developed from the cardoon and is thought to have originated in the
Mediterranean region. There are references to it being grown in Italy and Sicily from around 300 B.C. In
the ninth century it was being cul'vated by the Moors in southern Spain. It is thought to have been
introduced to England in the sixteenth century, although it has never made much of an impact on Bri'sh
cuisine.
Today the ar'choke is prized in French and Italian cookery, and recipes for stuﬀed ar'choke have long
been popular in Arabic cuisine.
BIOLOGY - A single ar'choke is the unopened ﬂower bud of the plant Cynara scolymus, a member of
the thistle family.
NUTRITION - The ar'choke contains signiﬁcant levels of vitamin C, folic acid, potassium and ﬁbre.
BUYING - Pick ar'chokes with well-coloured, undamaged, 'ghtly-closed leaves. Fresh ar'chokes will
be heavy for their size due to their moisture content. Smaller ar'chokes have more tender leaves (baby
ar'chokes may have leaves that are en'rely edible); larger ones have bigger hearts.
COOKING - Scan the code below to view the recipe for ‘Rabbit, ar'choke & Queen Mary rosemary
Paella’ on the seasonal recipes blog.

or visit: qmulsustainability.wordpress.com/recipes

